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Introduction: The brightness behavior in the range 

of the opposition effect (OE) is found to be different 

for low, moderate and high albedo asteroids [1]. Max-

imal amplitude of the OE occurs for moderate albedo S 

and M-type asteroids. It can be explained by the com-

bined influence of main physical mechanisms such as 

shadow hiding and coherent backscattering. Low albe-

do asteroids display the smallest amplitudes of opposi-

tion effect and the largest dispersion of them as com-

pared to moderate and high albedo asteroids (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Opposition effect of dark asteroids in comparison 

to moderate albedo ones 

Some dark asteroids display a broad opposition ef-

fect with rather large amplitude (for example, 24 The-

mis, [2]), others appear a sharp increasing of bright-

ness at phase angles <1 deg (419 Aurelia, [3]), and in 

some cases the behavior of brightness is practically 

linear down to subdegree phase angles (for example, 

588 Achilles, [4]). What is the reason of observed dif-

ferences? To investigate this question we carried out 

the special program devoted to detailed observations of 

the magnitude phase dependence of low albedo astero-

ids both in the linear part at phase angles up to 20-25 

deg and in a region of the opposition effect including 

very small phase angles <1 deg [3-6]. Together with 

our observations and available observations of other 

authors, the sample of low albedo asteroids with well-

measured phase curves increased to 33 asteroids. The 

albedos of the data set are in the range of 0.036-0.11. 

Here we present the preliminary results of analysis of 

the opposition effect behavior for low albedo main belt 

asteroids. 

Results and discussion: We have determined the 

amplitude of OE according to [1] for 33 low albedo 

asteroids and performed the search of its possible cor-

relations with different physical (albedo, diameter, 

color indexes, spectral slope and others) and dynamical 

(semiaxis, inclination, eccentricity and others) charac-

teristics. The histogram of distribution of the OE am-

plitudes are shown in Fig. 2. The distribution has more 

complicated form than Gaussian one thouth a center of 

the distribution close to 0.13 mag. A simple average 

value for all data set is 0.13 mag. It can be considered 

as the mean value of the OE amplitude for low albedo 

asteroids. 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the OE amplitude for dark 

asteroids 

 

About 15% asteroids in the considered sample 

show very small (less than 0.04 mag) values of the OE 

amplitude. It seems that the shadow hiding mechanism 

is the only one responsible for the opposition of these 

objects.  

We found correlation of the OE amplitude of low 

albedo asteroids and their color index s-b [7] (Fig. 3). 

The OE amplitude tends to increase with an increasing 

of the color index, or in other words, with the 

increasing of the spectral slope in the UV part of 

spectrum. The existing of such a correlation can be 

explained by assuming an increase of a portion of light 

substance in the surface layer of asteroids, which can 

cause both the increasing of the opposition brightening 

and the spectral slope.  

We found also correlation of OE amplitude and 

albedo [8,9] (fig. 4). Amplitude of the OE tends to 

increase with albedo which is opposite to trend 
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 20 Massalia (Moderate)

 79 Eurynome (Moderate)

 24 Themis (Dark)

 588 Achilles (Dark)

 615 Rosvitha (Dark)
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expected for shadow hiding mechanism. It gives an 

evidence that another mechanism is responsible for 

nonlinear increase in magnitude for dark asteroids. We 

assume that an increase of a portion of light substance 

in the surface layer of dark asteroids causes increasing 

contribution of the coherent backscattering mechanism 

in the forming of OE.  

Fig. 3. Dependence of the OE amplitude on the color 

index s-b 

 

 Fig.4. Dependence of the OE amplitude on the albedo 

For nine asteroids from our dataset magnitude- 

phase relations were measured in four or five standard 

spectral bands (UBVRI) to check possible wavelength 

dependence of the OE [4-6, 10-12]. The OE ampli-

tudes determined at different wavelengths relatively to 

the V band amplitude are shown in Fig.5. Although 

variations of the OE amplitude with wavelength were 

found to be rather small there is a slight trend to their 

decrease with increasing wavelength. We fitted by the 

linear function the wavelength dependence of the OE 

amplitude and found the coefficient to be -0.051 

mag/µm.  
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the OE amplitude of selected 

asteroids on wavelength 

Conclusion: Analisys of the OE of dark asteroids 

has shown that the observed differences in their OE 

amplitudes are connected first of all with differences in 

their albedo even though they are small. Asteroids with 

albedo of ~0.05 and ~0.08 show definitely different 

amplitudes of the opposition brighthening. It seems 

that other factors play secondary role. We assume that 

an increase of a light substance in the surface layer 

leads to increasing contribution of the coherent 

backscattering mechanism. For the darkest objects with 

albedo less than 0.05 opposition surge do not observed 

assuming an absence of contribution of any additional 

mechanism excepd shadow hiding. Mean amplitude of 

the OE for dark asteroids is foundto be 0.13 mag and 

the mean linear phase coefficient is 0.044 mag/deg. 

These values can be used for prediction of the absolute 

magnitudes of low albedo asteroids.  
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